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SINGLE-FAMILY HOME ASKING PRICE RISES 13.8%
  The pandemic housing market rally, a bright spot for the 
U.S. economy, may already have peaked as the growth in 
home prices starts to slow, Bloomberg reports.
  The asking price for a typical single-family home jumped 
13.8% last from a year earlier, according to an index from 
Haus, an investment platform for homebuyers. That was 
down from a peak of 16.5% growth in late July.
  “The rate of growth was unsustainable,” said Ralph 
McLaughlin, chief economist at Haus.
  The COVID-19 pandemic, after causing buyers to pause 
when lockdowns began in March, fueled a buying frenzy 
in 2020. Borrowing costs fell to record lows and Americans 
decided to upgrade to bigger homes in the suburbs or follow 
their dreams to mountain towns out West. But in the new 
year, real estate analysts are watching for 
a slowdown.
  Rates for 30-year loans, below 3% since 
July, are unlikely to fall significantly from 
here. And with homes to buy in short supply, 
buyers will inevitably be squeezed out of the 
market.
  The Common Haus Price Index, designed 
to be a leading indicator, uses asking prices 
rather than closed sales to measure the 
value of a typical U.S. home. It includes 
eight weeks of data, though it weighs the most recent week 
most heavily.
  Allentown, Pa., showed a 25% jump last week, followed by 
Austin, Texas, with a 21% increase.
  The New York suburbs on Long Island have been red hot, 
with a rush of buyers trying to escape the city. But there 
are signs that market is cooling off. Asking prices fell 2.4% 
last week, the biggest annual drop among the 100 largest 
metropolitan areas, according to Haus. They fell 1% in 
Kenosha County, Wis., the only other decline.

COULD REMOTE WORK FUEL RELOCATIONS?
  Two-thirds of homebuyers and sellers would consider 
moving — or already have moved — to a different city or 
area given the opportunity to work remotely permanently, 
according to a new report from Redfin, the technology-
powered real estate brokerage.
  The report is based on a Redfin-commissioned survey 
fielded in November and December 2020 of more than 1,400 
people who bought or sold a home in the previous 12 months 
or plan to buy or sell a home in the next 12 months across 32 
major U.S. housing markets.
  One-third of respondents (34%) have already moved to a 
different city or area, and 33% would like to. Broken down 
by distance, 30% of respondents said they have already 
moved less than 50 miles away from their former home and 
23% would like to move less than 50 miles away. Just 4% of 
respondents have moved more than 50 miles away and 10% 
would like to move more than 50 miles away.

INDEX: SURGE IN U.S. HOME PRICES MIGHT BE EASING
ADVERTISER NEWS
  General Motors shares jumped yesterday to their highest 
level since the company’s post-bankruptcy IPO in 2010, as 
the automaker announced its entry into the growing electric 
delivery vehicle business. Chief Executive Mary Barra 
outlined plans for GM’s first BrightDrop commercial vans 
to be delivered to FedEx later this year. The new BrightDrop 
delivery business will put GM squarely in competition in the 
commercial sector with cross-town rival Ford Motor, as 
well as startups such as Rivian, Arrival and Canoo that 
are developing electric commercial vehicles for customers 
ranging from Amazon to Hyundai Motor... Walmart 
has joined with Ribbit Capital to create a fintech venture 
that will expand the retailer’s financial service offerings 
and be tailored to the needs of Walmart’s customers and 

employees. Ribbit is an investment firm that 
has financed other fintech efforts including 
personal finance site Credit Karma and 
Affirm, which offers buy-now-pay-later 
loans... And speaking of Walmart: It is once 
again expanding competition with Amazon 
in grocery delivery. The retail giant is piloting 
a partnership that will enable deliveries 
directly to a temperature-controlled “smart 
box” outside customer homes. Beginning 
this spring, participating customers in 

Walmart’s headquarters location of Bentonville, Ark., will 
be able to receive deliveries from their local Walmart store 
directly into a HomeValet-powered smart box placed outside 
their home… Tidying-up guru Marie Kondo has created 
a collection of home organization products in partnership 
with The Container Store. “If anything, the pandemic has 
reinforced the importance of tidying and organizing the 
home; your home has become your office, your school, 
your day care, your gym, your sanctuary, your everything!” 
Kondo said… Five Below’s holiday sales exceeded its 
expectations. The extreme-value tween and teen retailer said 
that sales for the holiday period (Nov. 1, 2020 through Jan. 
2) rose by 21.1% to $722.3 million from $596.6 million in the 
comparable year-ago period. Comparable sales increased 
by 10.1%... Citi Trends is bullish on store growth amid strong 
holiday sales. The value retailer of urban fashion apparel, 
accessories and home goods, primarily for African-American 
and Latinx families, said it will grow its store fleet with at least 
100 new locations by the end of fiscal 2023. It also plans 
to remodel at least 150 stores by the end of fiscal 2023... 
Albertsons Companies posted better-than-expected Q3 
results as online and pandemic-driven sales gave a boost 
to the grocer’s top and bottom lines. The company, whose 
banners include Albertsons, Safeway, Shaw’s, Acme and 
others, reported that its revenue rose 9.2% to $15.41 billion, 
topping analysts’ estimates of $15.37 billion, in the quarter 
ended Dec. 5 compared to the year-ago period. Same-store 
sales increased 12.3%. Digital sales surged 225%. It was 
Albertsons’ third straight quarter of 200%-plus online growth.
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CHICK-FIL-A TOPS FIELD IN FAST-FOOD ‘INTIMACY’
  Chick-fil-A is the leader when it comes to forming emotional 
bonds with customers, Chain Store Age reports. The eatery 
regained its 2019 ranking as the fast-food company with 
the strongest “brand intimacy” in MBLM’s Brand Intimacy 
COVID Study, which analyzes brands based on emotional 
connections with customers during the pandemic.
  The remaining brands in the top 10 for the fast-food 
industry are KFC, Dunkin’, Dominos, Pizza Hut, Subway, 
Taco Bell and Wendy’s. Since the start of COVID-19, daily 
fast-food consumption has increased by 37%, according to 

MBLM.
  “Despite daily consumption increases, 
the fast-food industry has been severely 
affected by stay-at-home orders and 
initial closings,” said Mario Natarelli, 
managing partner, MBLM. “However, 
consumers have been more emotionally 
connected to fast-food brands during the 
pandemic. As we return to ‘normal’ life, 
fast-food brands should find a way to 
reference what we have all been through 
together and how they have reliably 

comforted us through this crisis.”

UNIVISION TO LAUNCH STREAMER PRENDETV
  Univision, fresh off the closing of its sale to new owners 
and installing a new senior management team, is launching 
a new foray into the streaming wars, Variety reports.
  The Hispanic media company is launching PrendeTV, 
which it says will be the only streaming service aimed at 
a U.S. Latino audience with free, ad-supported Spanish-
language programming. PrendeTV is set to debut later in 
the first quarter with 30-plus channels and 10,000 hours of 
on-demand programming.
  PrendeTV (prende.tv) will feature Spanish-language movies 
and TV series, including novelas, comedies, classic sports, 
documentaries, lifestyle shows and children’s programming. 
The service will be the exclusive streaming home for 
programming drawn from Univision and Televisa’s libraries.
  Ad sales for PrendeTV (“turn on TV”) will be led by Donna 
Speciale, the former WarnerMedia exec who was named 
Univision’s president of advertising sales and marketing.

JOB POSTINGS END 2020 ON SOMBER NOTE
  The number of help-wanted ads increased more slowly in 
December, evidence the labor market is losing momentum 
amid the pandemic, The Wall Street Journal reports.
  Available jobs posted online were down 10.6% at the end 
of December from a year earlier, according to job-search 
site Indeed’s measure of job posting trends.
  Postings rose from the end of November, when the number 
of available jobs were 11.8% below 2019’s trend, but the 
pace of improvement has eased since the summer, when 
businesses started to reopen after spring lockdowns.
  Indeed measures postings by comparing the recent rate of 
growth to that of a year earlier.
  January is normally a strong month for job openings, but 
this year may be different, said Nick Bunker, economist 
at Indeed. Economists note employers offering in-person 
services, such as restaurants and hair salons, are facing 
renewed restrictions and weaker demand.

CONSUMERS WERE FANS OF THESE 2020 TV ADS
  T-Mobile, Snickers and Capital One topped the rankings of 
“stand-out” TV commercials in several categories evaluated 
by Ace Metrix, which surveys a consumer panel to measure 
the creative effectiveness of advertising. The firm last year 
analyzed more than 9,000 ads, per a blog post.
  T-Mobile’s spot titled “MLB Little League Grant” was 
ranked No. 1 in the category of “most empowering ads,” 
with viewers reacting favorably to the mobile carrier’s 
pledge of $1 million to youth baseball leagues nationwide. 
Candy brand Snickers scored a No. 1 ranking for “funniest 
ad” with its 15-second spot titled “First 
Visitors” that showed the pitfalls of trying 
to socialize during the pandemic. Capital 
One had the top ad in the “breakthrough” 
category, cutting through the clutter with 
its 60-second “Instant Search” holiday 
spot that reunited brand ambassador 
Samuel L. Jackson with his Pulp 
Fiction co-star John Travolta playing 
Santa Claus.
  Next month’s Super Bowl is likely to 
bring more light-hearted, nostalgic and 
inspiring spots as brands aim to engage consumers who 
still worry about the global pandemic, but also are tired of 
hearing about it, Ace Metrix predicted. The big game is 
usually the most-watched event on TV, often setting the 
tone for campaigns throughout the year. 

AMERICANS TAKING ON MORE SVOD SERVICES
  The average U.S. streaming household now stacks 
an average of four different subscription video services, 
according to the latest analysis from Ampere Analysis.
  In the five largest Western European territories, streaming 
homes have an average of two services, according to 
Ampere. Overall, across Western Europe and the U.S., 
almost 10% of SVOD homes already subscribe to five or 
more services.
  “AVOD, studio-direct streaming launches, the strengthening 
of local and broadcaster-led streaming, and the turbo-boost 
that came out of the blue in the form of COVID-19 have 
brought the industry to a pivot point,” Guy Bisson, research 
director at Ampere Analysis, said in a statement. “That pivot 
point will lead to a shift in thinking that will change the way 
content creators, distributors and content aggregators, 
platforms and channels think about streaming in the wider 
TV market. In 2021, compounding is here to stay in every 
portion of the streaming value chain.”

NETWORK NEWS
  The Big Three broadcast networks are mulling a 
roadblock special to air in primetime Jan. 20 celebrating 
the inauguration of Joe Biden as president of the United 
States and Kamala Harris as vice president. Variety says 
the special would be 90 minutes to two hours and would 
feature remote performances as well as other possible 
highlights such as an outdoor, ball-style “first dance” with 
Biden and soon-to-be-First Lady Jill Biden, and a fireworks 
display. ABC, CBS and NBC are all said to be likely to carry 
the special, which may also run on some cable networks. 
Rupert Murdoch’s Fox is not believed to be in discussions 
to join the roadblock telecast.
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Mitch Hedberg

When I was a boy, I laid 
in my twin-sized bed 
wondering where my 

brother was.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmYTjvwZjS4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4GrIoVsoL8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4GrIoVsoL8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qJyTxyOuiQ&feature=youtu.be++Dive+Insight%3A
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REPORT: TVOD SAW CONSUMER UPTICK IN Q4
  The number of consumers looking to rent movies online 
increased in the fourth quarter, according to new data from 
Reelgood.com. The platform says it analyzes 32 million 
streaming video and movie interactions from 2 million monthly 
average users in the U.S. across 150 streaming services.
  Transactional VOD market share increased to 15% in the 
quarter from 14% in the third quarter, which ended Sept. 30. 
That compared to an 8% share for TV Everywhere, down 
from 9%. Ad-supported VOD (AVOD) declined to 27% from 
28%, while subscription streaming VOD (SVOD) increased 

to 50% from 49%.
  “This year [2020] brought a significant 
growth to the rent/buy market with titles 
like Trolls World Tour and Onward 
being made available early via on-
demand channels due to the pandemic,” 
the report says. “Streaming shares of 
TVOD have been on a steady incline 
since Q1 2020.”
  Indeed, consumer spending on 
transactional video-on-demand, or 
electronic rental, ticked up slightly to an 

estimated $459 million from $447.6 million in the third quarter 
of 2019, according to DEG: The Digital Entertainment 
Group. For the first nine months of the year, electronic 
sellthrough spending was up 15.8% to an estimated $2.2 
billion, while electronic rental was up nearly 24% to an 
estimated $1.8 billion. 

THIS AND THAT
  Nielsen is launching a new service measuring viewing to 
theatrical films released direct-to-consumers via streaming 
services. The new theatrical video-on-demand audience 
measurement service was launched in response to pan-
demic’s impact on studios accelerating direct-to-consumer 
streaming of new films, often launched in conjunction with 
or in lieu of cinema releases. Nielsen estimates that stream-
ing currently accounts for 24% of total viewing among OTT-
capable homes, up from 21% a year ago... TCL says it will 
begin to ship smart televisions running Google TV to the 
U.S., where it controls 14% of the market, during 2021. The 
Chinese supplier built Roku into its sets last year, and used 
that platform for the 8K TVs it exhibited at CES.
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The Trade Desk

Marketing executives say 
connected TV represents 

18% of their ad spend.

MONDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

TRADE DESK: LOWER TV UPFRONT DEALS IN 2021
  Nearly 60% of television advertisers are making less 
traditional TV upfront commitments for 2021, according to 
new research from The Trade Desk — with connected TV 
(CTV) ad buying and cord-cutting gains contributing to that 
change, MediaPost reports.
  The Trade Desk research came from Advertising 
Perceptions surveys (of ad execs) and YouGov (consumers).
  Marketing executives now say CTV represents 18% of 
their ad spend. The Trade Desk, the big indie demand-side 
platform for marketers, says its soaring CTV growth is a 
major piece of its overall ad revenue gains 
in recent periods.
  Media Dynamics has estimated 
traditional TV upfront revenue to be down 
15% to $18.6 billion for the 2020-2021 
TV season, largely due to COVID-19 
pandemic-related issues and timing.
  The Trade Desk expects a 27% rise in 
cord-cutting for 2021, which would nearly 
double the 15% of legacy pay-TV subs 
who reported cutting the cord in 2020.
  Although many analysts and research 
say live sports programming is keeping subscribers wedded 
to traditional pay-TV platforms — cable, satellite and telco — 
the survey says only 30% of U.S. consumers “cite live sports 
as a reason for maintaining a cable TV subscription.” This is 
down from a 60% level nine months before.
  Now, almost 39% of sports viewers are watching live sports 
content from connected TV (CTV) ad-supported streaming 
and social media platforms.
  Advertiser Perceptions’ online survey of 150 TV advertising 
planning and buying executives, with an annual TV ad budget 
of more than $5 million, was produced Nov. 18-30.
  A YouGov online survey was conducted on Dec. 4-8 among 
2,105 U.S. adults.

AT&T LOWERS THE CURTAIN ON AT&T TV NOW
  AT&T has thrown in the towel in trying to compete for cord-
cutters looking for a cheap TV bundle — an unsurprising 
move as the telco tries to shore up its struggling pay-TV 
business.
  In an update on its website this week, the telco said it is no 
longer selling AT&T TV Now to new customers. “AT&T TV 
Now has merged with AT&T TV to bring you the best live and 
on-demand experience!” a message on the telco’s site says.
  The AT&T TV broadband-delivered product, introduced last 
spring, is priced and packaged more like traditional cable and 
satellite TV and is designed as a replacement for the steadily 
declining DirecTV satellite service.
  The phasing out of AT&T TV Now comes after years of 
shifting strategies and a confusing mélange of marketing 
messaging. AT&T first launched the skinny-bundle service 
in December 2016, originally called DirecTV Now, stuffed 
with 100-plus channels for an eye-popping intro price of $35 
per month. But the attempt to win cord-cutters backfired, as 
AT&T hiked the prices of the OTT package and the early 
adopters dropped the package in droves.
  A company rep said existing AT&T TV Now customers will 
continue to have access to the old lineup of channels for the 
same monthly price “and will not experience any disruptions 
as part of this change.”


